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Arsrnlcr
For more than a quarter of a century, building simulation programs have been developed to
simplify fastidious and complicated calculations. Most of these programs deal only with one
or a few aspects of building physics. However, advanced architectural developments require
an integrated approach due to the concepts and the materials used in the project. Heating,
lighting, ventilation or acoustics are often closely related and it is only by taking into account
their interactions that a complete understanding of building behaviour can be obtained. This
paper describes the principle of a holistic approach to building physics simulation.

Rfsuvrf

Depuis plus d'un quart de sidcle, des programmes de simulation en physique du b6timent ont
6t6 d6velopp6s pour simplifier la r6solution de calculs fastidieux et complexes. Mais quel que
soit le type de programmes, ils ne traitent que d'un nombre limit6 de domaine de la physique
du bitiment. N6anmoins, les d6veloppements r6cents en architecture requiert de plus en plus
une approche int6gr6e des diff6rents domaines d6coulant du concept et des mat6riaux utilis6s.
Chaleur, lumidre, ventiiation ou acoustique sont 6troitement 1i6s et ce n'est qu'en tenant
compte des ces interactions, qu'il est possible de connaitre le comportement global du
bdtiment. Ce papier d6crit une approche possible pour une m6thodologie int6grde de la
simulation en physique du bdtiment.

IxtRooucrroN

For thousands of years, dwellings have been constructed which are in balance with their
environment. Humankind has managed, by and large, to sustain comfort conditions in a way
which is sympathetic to local climate conditions, consffuction materials and cultures.

The moucharabieh, which is a balcony closed by worked timber, was developed hundreds of
years ago by the Arabians. As timber is generally rare in hot climates, the system is made of a
fine and precise assembly of small timber waste. By using different location and size of
aperture, the moucharabieh provides, in a simple way, the possibility to cool water, conffol
natural ventilation, harness solar energy and daylight, and provide privacy without isolating
occupants from the external environment [1]. The advantages of the concept has lead to its
widespread use around the world in hot and dry climates.
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This example shows how vernacular architecture provides ingenious solutions using local
materials and techniques. Transportation being limited, the use of imported raw materials is
reduced. This led to a constructive balance between occupant requirements and environmental
impact.

Technical developments during the second half of the 20n century have given architects the
ability to develop any imaginable concept. Modern technologies have given rise to the
possibility of using many different materials in the construction process. These developments
have rolled back the limits of the architect's imagination. For example, lightweight office
buildings with transparent facades are common in any climate. This constructional type, in
contrast to traditional heavyweight constructions, requires an integrated approach to the
design of the different domains in order to provide acceptable internal environment quality
(IEO. Otherwise, overheating, poor visual comfort and acoustic problems will result.
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Figure 1 Example where an acoustical problem has occurred due to a lack of an holistic approch during the
design stage.
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Figure 1, for example, shows a case where the thermal, ventilation and lighting systems were
correctly analysed but the absence of a holistic approach has necessitated a post occupancy
acoustical correction.

Ilor.rsuc Burr,orxc Srtvrur,arrox

A holistic approach to building design should provide a way to estimate the performance that
will result from the interactions between the different technical domains. As shown in Table 1,

full scale experimentation and advanced numerical simulation are the most appropriate
holistic methods because they each can integrate the complex physical processes.

Approach Type Advantage Disadvantage

6)
E
L
C)ax
rq

Small scale

r Reproductiveexperiment

o Low cost

o Compare variants

o Scale effects

Full scale

a Complex phenomenon

Global analysisa

o Time consuming

. Expensive

o Measurement errors

()
6n

C)

cn

2

Analytical r Ease to use r Simplified model

Numerical
(computer)

a Complex model

Fast calculation

Compare variants

a

a

o Validation
r Model can be complex

o Model errors

Table 1 Inter-comparison between building physics simulation approaches.

The experimental approach is time consuming, expensive and inappropriate for the
comparison of variants. Therefore, computer simulation is the more suitable option for the
provision of a holistic approach to building simulation.

Iurrn-OpTRABLE ys INTEGRATED TooL

A performance assessment method for computer simulation can be divided into three stages as

shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Conceptual performance assessment method for holistic computer simulation.

Stage 2 can be complicated if, for each analysed domain, a different program has to be
employed. The following two program use categories are therefore inffoduced.

Stage 1 : Model

- Geometrical model definition

- Physical model definition

Stage 2 : Simulation

- Selection of zone(s)

- Selection of the domain(s) to simulate
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A. Inter-operable (or linked) programs provide a way to allow a building to be simulated
with different computer tools. These tools may address the same domain but with
different level of accuracy, as is the case with the Adeline package [2], which is dedicated
to the analysis of daylight and artificial lighting systems, with the results accuracy
depending on the program used.

' On the other hand, tools can be related to different domains. In this case, inter-operability
can be assisted by arranging that each tool can access, for example, the same geometrical
model, with tool-specific information added as required. The disadvantage of inter-
operable programs is that the user must still master each program's interface. A typical
example is the Combine project [3].

B. Integrated programs provide the facility to simulated different domains within the same
program. In this case, the simulation engine is either an integral part of the program and"/or
may comprise two or more programs running co-operatively. For example, Janak [4] has
enabled a run-time coupling between ESP-r [5] and Radiance [6]. Most thermal simulation
programs already integrate thermal, ventilation and lighting calculations. The main
advantage of an integrated program is that it allows information exchange between related
domains during the simulation. The second advantage is a more consistent user interface.

Integrated simulation programs are likely to . grow in popularity as the profession moves
towards a holistic approach to building design.

Burr,nrxc pHysIC DoMAINS ro INCLUDE

The most important objective for a building is to provide a shelter against the external
environment by providing an acceptable indoor environment quality (IEO for the occupants
and artefacts such as furnishings.

Wyon [7] reports several studies that tend to invalidate the usual assumption that IEQ can
only be deduced from thermal comfort, while Horie [8] has studied the combined effects of
individual environmental on occupant discomfort. Furthermore, Yamazaki t9l has
demonstrated that occupant comfort is the global response to heat, acoustic and light
exposure. Sensharama [10] defines four primary environmental stressors for IEQ: thermal,
light, air quality and acoustic.

The analysis of the overall performance of a building should not only take into account
occupant global comfort, but also the cost to provide this comfort. The energy crisis in the
70's has resulted in the use of building energy consumption as a performance metric.
Furthermore, the Rio conference in 1992, recognising the environmental impact of human
activities, has introduced limitations in the use of specific materials in the building industry,
such as CFCs [11]. Even if there are no <<green>> standards for evaluating the environmental
impacts of a building during its lifetime, the corresponding environmental impacts can already
be estimated, and could be included as a new domain requiring performance assessment at the
design stage. Therefore, a holistic approach should include comfort indicators as well as

energy and environmental impact indicators, each relating to the building's life cycle.
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Rrsur,rs

The third stage of an integrated simulation is the result analysis. The user should have the
possibility to display performance metrics from the different simulation domains. It can be
convenient to display these perfornance metrics together and in a standard format. For
example, Clarke [12] proposes to group all the desired metrics into an Integrated Performance
View (IPV), which is a collection of relevant performance metrics for energy consumption,
thermal and visual comfort, and environmental impacts due to energy consumption.
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Figure 3 Integrated Performance View (IPV) resulting from an integrated simulation.

In the holistic approach, this concept can be extended to include acoustic and environmental
impacts of the building during its whole life cycle as shown in Figure 3.

CoNcr,usrox

The most appropriate method to achieve an integrated performance assessment of a building
is computer simulation. Currently, the market offers several inter-operable computer
programs. The disadvantage of this mode of operation is the complexity of use (because of the
different interfaces) and the amount of repetitive information that has to be provided for the
different programs. In this approach, there is a lack of integration, which can best be
overcome by a simultaneous simulation approach. For example, there is no simulation
program that can estimate comfort (thermal, ventilation, lighting and acoustic) conditions and,
in parallel, provide data on the energy and environmental impact of the building during its life
cycle. This situation arises because of the complexity of providing a physical model of the
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building, which holds all the information required to analyse the different domains. It is also
due to communication inefficiencies between scientists working in the different domains.
Some computer programs provide the integration of the thermal, ventilation and lighting
domains but are deficient with respect to the integration of acoustic and environmental .

If an integrated analysis of building performance is not undertaken at the design stage, it can
lead to the delivery of a building with unacceptable performance characteristics.
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AssrRAcr

For more than a quarter of a century, building simulation programs have been developed to
simplify fastidious and complicated calculations. Most of these programs deal only with one
or a few aspects of building physics. However, advanced architectural developments require
an integrated approach due to the concepts and the materials used in the project. Heating,
lighting, ventilation or acoustics are often closely related and it is only by taking into account
their interactions that a complete understanding of building behaviour can be obtained. This
paper describes the principle of a holistic approach to building physics simulation.

Rrsuur

Depuis plus d'un quart de sidcle, des programmes de simulation en physique du bdtiment ont
6t6 d6velopp6s pour simplifier la r6solution de calculs fastidieux et complexes. Mais quel que
soit le type de programmes, ils ne traitent que d'un nombre limit6 de domaine de la physique
du bAtiment. N6anmoins, les d6veloppements r6cents en architecture requiert de plus en plus
une approche int6gr6e des diff6rents domaines d6coulant du concept et des mat6riaux utilis6s.
Chaleur, lumidre, ventilation ou acoustique sont 6troitement li6s et ce n'est qu'en tenant
compte des ces interactions, qu'il est possible de connaitre le comportement global du
bAtiment. Ce papier d6crit une approche possible pour une m6thodologie intdgr€e de la
simulation en physique du bAtiment.

INrnooucrroN

For thousands of years, dwellings have been constructed which are in balance with their
environment. Humankind has managed, by and large, to sustain comfort conditions in 3 uay'
which is sympathetic to local climate conditions, construction materials and cultures.

The moucharabieh, which is a balcony closed by worked timber, was developed irundreds of
years ago by the Arabians. As timber is generally rare in hot climates, the system is made of a
fine and precise assembly of small timber waste. By using different location and size of
aperture, the moucharabieh provides, in a simple way, the possibility'to cuol water, control
natural ventilation, harness solar energy and daylight, and provide privacy without isolating
occupants from the external environment [1]. The advantages of the concept has lead to its
widespread use around the world in hot and dry climates.



This example shows how vernacular architecture provides ingenious solutions using local
materials and techniques. Transportation being limited, the use of imported raw materials is
reduced. This led to a constructive balance between occupant requirements and environmental
impact.

Technical developments during the second half of the 20th century have given architects the
ability to develop any imaginable concept. Modern technologies have given rise to the
possibility of using many different materials in the construction process. These developments
have rolled back the limits of the architect's imagination. For example, lightweight office
buildings with transparent facades are common in any climate. This constructional type, in
contrast to traditional heavyweight constructions, requires an integrated approach to the
design of the different domains in order to provide acceptable internal environment quality
(EQ). Otherwise, overheating, poor visual comfort and acoustic problems will result.
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Figure 1 Example where an acoustical problem has occurred due to a lack ofan holistic approch during the
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Figure 1, for example, shows a case where the thermal, ventilation and lighting systems were
correctly analysed but the absence of a holistic approach has necessitated a post occupancy
acoustical correction.

Hor,rsrrc Burr,urNc Srvrur,lrroN

A holistic approach to building design should provide a way to estimate the performance that
will result from the interactions between the different technical domains. As shown in Table 1,

full scale experimentation and advanced numerical simulation are the most appropriate
holistic methods because they each can integrate the complex physical processes.

Approach Type Advantage Disadvantage

o

ko
a.x
H

Small scale

. Reproductiveexperiment

r Low cost

r Compare variants

o Scale effects

Full scale

a Complex phenomenon

Global analysisa

o Time consuming

o Expensive

o Measurement errors

d

C)

a

Analytical o Ease to use . Simplified model

Numerical
(computer)

a Complex model

Fast calculation

Compare variants

a

a

o Validation
o Model can be complex

o Model errors

Table 1 Inter-comparison between building physics simulation approaches.

The experimental approach is time consuming, expensive and inappropriate for the
comparison of variants. Therefore, computer simulation is the more suitable option for the
provision of a holistic approach to building simulation.

INIrn-OpTRABLE vs INTEGRATED TooL

A performance assessment method for computer simulation can be divided into three stages as

shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Conceptual performance assessment method for holistic computer simulation.

Stage 2 can be complicated if, for each analysed domain, a different program has to be

employed. The following two program use categories are therefore introduced.

Stage 1 : Model

- Geometrical model definition

- Physical model definition

Stage 2 : Simulation

- Selection of zone(s)

- Selection of the domain(s) to simulate



A. Inter-operable (or linked) programs provide a way to allow a building to be simulated
with different computer tools. These tools may address the same domain but with
different level of accuracy, as is the case with the Adeline package [2], which is dedicated
to the analysis of daylight and artificial lighting systems, with the results accuracy
depending on the program used.

On the other hand, tools can be related to different domains. In this case, inter-operability
can be assisted by arranging that each tool can access, for example, the same geometrical
model, with tool-specific information added as required. The disadvantage of inter-
operable programs is that the user must still master each program's interface. A typical
example is the Combine prqect [3].

Integrated programs provide the facility to simulated different domains within the same
program. In this case, the simulation engine is either an integral part of the program and/or
may comprise two or more programs running co-operatively. For example, Janak [4] has
enabled a run-time coupling between ESP-r [5] and Radiance [6]. Most thermal simulation
programs already integrate thermal, ventilation and lighting calculations. The main
advantage of an integrated program is that it allows information exchange between related
domains during the simulation. The second advantage is a more consistent user interface.

Integrated simulation programs are likely to grow in popularity as the profession moves
towards a holistic approach to building design.

BurltrNc pHysIC DoMAINS To INCLUDE

The most important objective for a building is to provide a shelter against the external
environment by providing an acceptable indoor environment quality (EQ) for the occupants
and artefacts such as furnishings.

Wyon [7] reports several studies that tend to invalidate the usual assumption that IEQ can
only be deduced from thermal comfort, while Horie [8] has studied the combined effects of
individual environmental on occupant discomfort. Furthermore, Yamazaki t9l has
demonstrated that occupant comfort is the global response to heat, acoustic and light
exposure. Sensharama [10] defines four primary environmental stressors for IEQ: thermal,
light, air quality and acoustic.

The analysis of the overall performance of a building should not only take into account
occupant global comfort, but also the cost to provide this comfort. The energy crisis in the
70's has resulted in the use of building energy consumption as a performance metric.
Furthermore, the Rio conference rn 1992, recognising the environmental impact of human
activities, has introduced limitations in the use of specific materials in the building industry,
such as CFCs [11]. Even if there are no <(green>> standards for evaluating the environmental
impacts of a building during its lifetime, the corresponding environmental impacts can already
be estimated, and could be included as a new domain requiring performance assessment at the
design stage. Therefore, a holistic approach should include comfort indicators as well as
energy and environmental impact indicators, each relating to the building's life cycle.

B.



Rrsulrs
The third stage of an integrated simulation is the result analysis. The user should have the
possibility to display performance metrics from the different simulation domains. It can be
convenient to display these perfoflnance metrics together and in a standard format. For
example, Clarke [12] proposes to group all the desired metrics into an Integrated Performance
View (IPV), which is a collection of relevant performance metrics for energy consumption,
thermal and visual comfort, and environmental impacts due to energy consumption.
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In the holistic approach, this concept can be extended to include acoustic and environmental
impacts of the building during its whole life cycle as shown in Figure 3.

CoNcr,usroN

The most appropriate method to achieve an integrated performance assessment of a building
is computer simulation. Currently, the market offers several inter-operable computer
programs. The disadvantage of this mode of operation is the complexity of use (because of the
different interfaces) and the amount of repetitive information that has to be provided for the
different programs. In this approach, there is a lack of integration, which can best be
overcome by a simultaneous simulation approach. For example, there is no simulation
program that can estimate comfort (thermal, ventilation, lighting and acoustic) conditions and,
in parallel, provide data on the energy and environmental impact of the building during its life
cycle. This situation arises because of the complexity of providing a physical model of the
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building, which holds all the information required to analyse the different domains. It is also
due to communication inefficiencies between scientists working in the different domains,
Some computer programs provide the integration of the thermal, ventilation and lighting
domains but are deficient with respect to the integration of acoustic and environmental .

If an integrated analysis of building performance is not undertaken at the design stage, it can
lead to the delivery of a building with unacceptable performance characteristics.
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